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Introduction 
It was not the first time that has a conflict between Iran and the USA, but the recent 

conflict between them has threatened world peace. On January 3, 2020, Iran’s top military 

commander, Gen Qasem Soleimani, is killed by a US drone strike in Iraq. Iran vowed severe 

revenge for his death and sent missiles to the US military base in Israel as a retaliation. This 

conflict made people in other countries scared of World War 3. 

Definition of Key term 
Retaliation: 

To return like for like, or evil for evil. (Basically revenge) 

Sanctions: 

Penalties imposed by courts. 

Background Information 
A tricky relationship between Iran and the USA started in 1979 when the US-backed 

Shah of Iran, Mohammed Reza Pahlevi, was forced to leave the country. Two weeks later, 

Islamic religious leader Ayatollah Khomeini returns from exile and proclaimed the Islamic 

Republic of Iran.  

In 1988, the American warship USS Vincennes shot down an Iran Air flight in the Gulf, 

which killed 290 people that were riding it. Most of the passengers of the Iran Air flight were 

Iran pilgrims. 

In 2002, president of USA, George Bush, denounced Iran as part of an “axis of evil” with 

Iraq and North Korea. This caused outrage in Iran. 

In 2015, Iran could make closer ties with the USA by agreeing on a long-term deal on the 

nuclear programs with a group of world powers, such as the USA, UK, France, Chine, Russia, and 

Germany. However, as soon as the US president, Donald Trump, abandon the nuclear deal, the 

relationship got worse. 



In 2019, the USA tightens the sanction targeting Iran’s oil export, and Iran begins a 

counter-pressure campaign. Also, Iranian forces shot down the US military drone over the Strait 

of Hormuz in June. The USA says it was over international waters while Iran says it is over their 

territory. 

Major Countries and Organization Involved 
The United States of Ameria 

The United States of America sent a drone in Iraq and killed Iran’s top military commander, Gen 

Qasem Soleimani. 

Iran 

Iran citizens wanted to revenge the USA’s action of killing Gen Qasem Soleimani. As retaliation, 

Iran sent missiles to the US military base in Israel. 

Possible Solutions 
Find consensus that the USA and Iran can have a better relationship 

Both the USA and Iran showed their opinion on causing World War 3. Both of the countries do 

not want to cause World War 3. It would be possible to derive consensus after a few 

communication between them as they were able to make the closer tie between them after a 

top-level conversation in 2013. 
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